
santa

1. Adjective

2. Adverb

3. Noun

4. Adjective

5. Proper Noun

6. Noun

7. Adjective

8. Verb - Past Tense
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santa

once upon a time their were three Adjective pigs and their mom said you must go off and build on your

own so they said by mom. the first little pig built a house out of Adverb and Mr. wolf was watching . the

second little pig built a house out of wood Mr. wolf was watching. the third little pig built a house out of bricks

Mr. wolf was watching . so the wolf went to the first little pigs house and said let me in or I will blow your house

down so . and the Noun pig said no . so the wolf Adjective and puffed and blew the house down

so the first little pig ran to the second littles pigs house . he said the Proper Noun is coming so the wolf

came and said let me in or I will blow your house down . the pigs said no . so the wolf blew the house down . so

the little pigs ran to the second little pigs house . they said the wolf is coming . so the wolf said let me in or I will

blow your house down . Noun pigs said know so the wolf tried and tried but he couldn't . then the wolf

had a even better idea and it was to Adjective up the chimney and go down I so he did . the pigs were

Verb - Past Tense so they got a big pot and filled it up with hot water . so the wolf fell into it and the little

pigs lived happily ever after THE END
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